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t's Paris, May 1968, and the students are revolting. Over a
period of ten days rioting undergraduates from the Paris
university campuses have been demanding reform of the

'bourgeois university system' and an end to the 'police state'.

Bridges are blocked by the notorious CRS - the riot police - to

keep protesters on the Rive Gauche, the left bank of the River

Seine. At the heart of the fray is the charismatic libertarian student

activist leader Daniel Cohn-Bendit, otherwise known as Dany le

Rouge, or 'Danny the Red', because of both his politics and the

colour of his hair.

Now, don't get the idea that I was among the mischief-makers

hurling cobblestones through shop windows. A 20-something
. journalist with a few days off, I had simply popped over from

London for some eating, drinking, promenading and catching up

with student friends at the Sorbonne Campus in the Latin Quarter
- and chosen a really bad time to do it.

While I had not imagined I would be sharing the streets with

angry youths and hundreds of menacing night-stick-wielding

CRS officers, the experience, while alarming, didn't leave any

permanent scars. This part of Paris has remained a firm favourite

with its many eating and drinking haunts still safely in place four

decades later.

THE LANGAUGE OF TEARNING

So what is it about the Latin Quarter that makes it such a special

part of Paris? Well, everything really, from its deep history to

its modern innovations, and it is the students who have played

a major role in shaping its character and that's largely thanks to

the Romans. They built the roads here, a forum, a theatre and

amphitheatre, thermal baths and an aqueduct, among other

things. In the 12th century the University ofParis was set up here,

attracting many international students. The quartier - or quarter
- acquired its name because Latin was the language of learning

until 1793, after the French Revolution.

Although little of what was established during Roman times

still remains, one ofthis passionate promenader's favourite ancient
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hangouts is the winding cobbled Rue Mouffetard, known

colloquially as La Mouffe. It is said that almost every door along

this narrow street, which once went all the way to Rome, has

a real story behind it. Some of the facades tell their stories too,

and La Mouffe is home to one of Paris' best markets. It's also

mostly 'pedestrians only' so the stroller is in no danger of being

bowled over by vehicles. Being bowled over by aromas is another

matter, with many specialty food shops and market stalls tempting

passers-by with cheeses, meats, fruit, vegetables and herbs, and

artisanal breads and patisseries, fish and seafood, chocolate, olives

and olive oil, cofGe and wine. And for anyone wanting to throw

entertainment into the mix, Sunday sees trad jazz bands and

other colourful street entertainers perform, such as the tall man

balancing a goldfish bowl - complete with water and goldfish -

on his head while dancing, juggling and making balloon shapes.

A real treasure is La Fontaine aux Vins, a historic, multi-

generational wine shop, run by the matriarch, Maman, which

stretches out to the street and where there are always opportunities

to try something new, or something vintage.
'While 

the Mouffetard market can be somewhat touristic,

nearby Monge Market, open Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays,

is a splendid venue for artisanal products - hams, cheeses, pastries

and organic produce - and is where the Parisians actually queue

(who said the French don't?) and the prices are really affordable.

One of the popular attractions of this market is Vicky Fischer,

a young French woman who creates magic with sugar, eggs, flour

and cream, among other things. Her little tartlets, variously of

mango, chocolate, almond or pistachio, are heavenly.





Clockwise from right: Coffee t ime at the Tournbride cafe;
the fresh offerings at Monge market; queuing at La Mouffe

LE PIQUE-NIQUE

Picnic spots in the Latin Quarter are numerous in parks and along

the left bank of the Seine, but my favourites are the Jardin de

Luxembourg, created tn 1617 by Boyeau de la Bareaudiere, who

apparently was the orisinal French sarden theorist, and theJardin

de Plantes, which beean in 1626 as the Royal Medicinal Herb

Garden, later became r school of natural history, pharrnacy and

botany, and then fron 1640 was a public garden.

The last occasion rrry partner Ann and I picnicked there was

a school day, and while we began our lunch in solitude, it wasn'r

long before we were surrounded by children on an excursion. As

we settled into our baguettes, jambon cru, cornichons and young

goat cheese accompanied by a bottle of young Burgundy, the

children settled on the wall and the benches in front of us.

Ourjunior fellow diners provided an opportunity ro carry our

a brief study of French school lunching habits. A11 food seemed

to be bread-based, either sandwiches or filled baguettes, and was

eaten enthusiastically. They took time eating and exchanged
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foods. They were allowed to eat potato chips and other snack

foods only when they'd eaten everything else. And they discussed

their meals with the passion one would expect of the French.

LES RESTAURANTS

While the Paris 5th and 6th districts are home to some tremendous

gastro-temples, including La Tour d Argent, it is the small

traditional bistros or brasseries to which I'm particularly drawn.

An old favourite is Le Vagenende, which I first visited more than

a half-century ago as a child with my parents. And it's hardly

changed. On entering this brasserie one gets a touch of Owen

Wilson's character in Woody Allen's Midnight in Paris, who steps

back in time to different periods of Parisian life. Entering the

Boulevard St Germain establishment feels like stepping into La

Belle Epoque. Sometimes unfairly referred to as the poor man's

Maxim's, the restaurant has been renovated several tirnes since

its creation in 1904. However, the d6cor remains faithful to its

heritage, with a glass-roofed terrace, painted landscapes, mirrors

galore, fruit-decorated earthenware and some of its dishes served

in copper pots. Portions of classic French brasserie cuisine are

large so sharing is a good idea to leave room for the profiteroles.

Prices are reasonable (around $50 for three courses) and a half-

decent wine can be had for around 940 per bottle and there are

many half-bottles. Despite being on a nrain tourist drag, it's a real

Parisian experience.

So too is Chez Fernand, which is off the beaten track in Rue

Christine. This one took us by surprise. It was deserted at 7.30pm,

and working on the basis that a busy restaurant is the best bet, we

were dubious. However, the menu looked particularly good with

a small range of mostly Norrnandy-style dishes and at a good price.

Monsieur le patron, the gruff-iooking manager, was standing in



the doorway smoking a Gauloise, hardiy the most welcoming of

visions. Still, there were particularly good aromas coming from

the place, it was close to our hotel and we were jet-lagged. So we

took a chance, and are so glad we did, enjoying white asparagus

as an entree, veal kidneys with saut6 potatoes and a mustard sauce,

and a plate of marrow bones as marns.

By 9.30pm, the tiny place was packed, mostly with Parisians,

and by 10.30pm we were hoeing into hornemade ice creams

and cognac.'We also met all the customers and statTand it was as

though we were at a very convivial dinner party.

A PARIS MUST

No Paris visit is complete without dining at Le Petit Chateiet,

overlooking Notre Dame on the left bank of the Seine. Despite

being on a major pedestrian thoroughfare next door to the hugely

popular Shakespeare and Company bookshop, it is a traditional,

family-run bistro with owner Monsieur Bertrand running a very

tight and friendiy ship. A srnall indoor space is complemented

with a terrabe overlooking Notre Dame and there's not a 'menu

touristique' in sight, which probably accounrs for the fact that

most patrons are French. The blackboard menu changes regularly

but always includes the house specials, among them an excelient

entr6e of Escargots Le Petit Chatelet.

I have to admit I've never much cared for French delicacies

such as frogs' legs, calf's head and snails. But in this fine dish,

escargots are served in a creamy, garlicky sauce and topped with

a fine puff butter pastry and it's just perfect, as are the grilled

meats, which are cooked on embers in an open hearth in the

dining area. A lunch, includine good, reasonably priced wines,

will set you back around $55 each.

For something a little exotic, there are nany ethnic restaurants

in the district featuring North African specialities such as mechoui,

spicy barbecued iamb and the slow-cooked Moroccan favourite

tagine. A firm favourite is Chien Mai, a Thai restaurant. A light

lunch ofsoups, a Thai beefsalad and cod gently steamed with soya

and ginger, plus wine set the two of us back $30 each.

A tip for finding good cheap restaurants: look for places where

young Parisians are eating. And here's a thing: University caferias,

referred to as Restos (J, at Paris'major campuses offer international

student card holders a fu1l meal for about for $4. Not a student?

Not a problem, you can find one and go as his/her guest and eat

for about $9. I've not been same to try this.

Left:  The famous Shakespeare and Company bookshop.
Below: The serenity of Place de Puits de l 'Hermite.

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPTETELY DIFFERENT...

Certainly, being a pedestrian in Paris will take you to more than
just eating and watering holes, shops, and ancient streets and

buildings. Those with a penchant for exploring a different aspect

of the Parisian life could take in the Mosque with its garden,

a symbol oftr4uslim paradise at Place de Puits de 1'Hermite (where

the tea shop sells excellent pastrie$ and the Institut du Monde

Arabe, a brilliant fusing of ancient and modern.

It is estimated that around five per cent of France's population

possesses Arab roots so itt hardly surprising that this country
- together wtth 22 Arabic nations - founded the Arab World

Institute. The building, designed in 1980 by architect Jean
Nouvel, still looks very modern today, particularly its Southern

wall, which is an intricate network of photosensitive apertures

that open and close to control the amount of the light that enters

the building. A contemporary take on the traditional Moorish

screen, it helps protect a permanent collection that spans millennia

of art and design dating frorn the ninth century, including silks,

Korans written in miniature on paper rolis, scarves, carpets and

astrolabes, coming from as far afield as India and Spain.

Alongside the main buiiding sits a relatively new construction,

an impressive exhibition space designed by noted Baghdad

architect Zaha Hadid, without doubt one of the most influential

three-dimensional artists of our time. Iti well worth spending

a few hours at this institute, which also features a restaurant on the

roof with some of the best views of Paris.

I can't help wondering whether Dany Le Rouge - now aged

66 with a mop of grey hair, and a member of the European

Parliament - ever comes back to the Latin Quarter and reflects on

the legacy ofhis protests all those years ago. I
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